Intercountry Adoption under the
Hague Convention: Steps to
Follow in the Adoption Process
The Hague Convention on Protection of Children and Co-operation in
Respect of Intercountry Adoption (the Convention) entered into force for
the United States on April 1, 2008. The Convention governs all adoptions
between the United States and the over 70 countries party to the
Convention. There are a few key changes to the intercountry adoption
process under the Convention that you should consider when adopting a
child from a Convention country:
Adoption service providers that provide adoption services in Convention
adoption cases must be accredited, temporarily accredited or approved
(hereinafter referred to generally as “accredited”). For the first time ever, U.S.
adoption service providers (providers) are subject to federal oversight by the
Department of State and its designated accrediting entities (the Colorado
Department of Human Services (CO) and the Council on Accreditation (COA)).
Only accredited providers may provide certain key adoption services in connection
with Convention adoption cases, so you will need to work with a provider on the
Department of State’s current list of accredited providers. The list is available on
the Department’s website at travel.state.gov. The list will be updated on a
rolling basis as providers receive, or lose, accreditation.
New DHS procedures and forms: New Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) rules require prospective adoptive parents (PAPs) to identify the country
from which they will adopt in their initial application. New Forms I-800A and I800 will replace Forms I-600A and I-600 for Convention adoption cases. Through
Form I-800, children adopted from a Convention country must meet a new
definition of a “Convention adoptee,” which expands the category to include
children relinquished for adoption by two living parents if they are incapable of
providing proper care. Form I-800A must be filed prior to Form I-800.
New U.S. visa requirements: A consular officer must determine whether the
child appears to meet the criteria for visa eligibility before the adoption is finalized
or custody is granted in the country of origin (COO). After the adoption or grant
of custody, Department of State consular officers in Convention countries will
issue a Hague Adoption Certificate (HAC) or Hague Custody Certificate (HCC) and
grant a visa in cases where the adoption or grant of custody has met the
requirements of the Convention and the Intercountry Adoption Act. New visa
categories, IH-3 and IH-4, will be used in Convention adoption cases.
Note: This document is not a substitute for the Hague Intercountry Adoption Convention, the
Intercountry Adoption Act of 2000 (IAA) or its implementing regulations, nor is it a comprehensive
summary of the regulations. In the case of any inconsistencies between this document and the
Convention, the IAA, or the regulations, the language of the Convention, the IAA, or the regulations
governs.
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Filing Your Application
& the Child’s Petition
PAP chooses an ASP:
; Signs contract and has home study completed
I-800A Denied:
I-800A (Application for PAP to Adopt):
; PAP submits I-800A with completed home study to USCIS

I-800A Approved:

PAP generally barred
from resubmitting for
1 year, pending
possible appeal with
USCIS

; 15 month validity period, extension possible
; PAP notified of approval by USCIS and scheduled for fingerprint
appointment
; PAP submits fingerprints (checked against criminal and abuse
registries)

Convention Country Matches PAP with Child:
; ASP transmits approval of I-800A to COO
; COO Accepts PAP
; PAP matched with child
; COO Transmits Article 16 Report (medical and social history of
child) to PAP through ASP
; PAP has at least 2 weeks to decide whether to accept the
match. IF THE MATCH IS ACCEPTED, then:

I-800 (Petition for Child to Immigrate) Provisional Adjudication:

I-800 Denied:

; PAP submits I-800, Article 16 Report, any evidence relating to
the child, Statement of No Improper Contact, and any waivers
already identified to USCIS

Case ends, pending
possible appeal with
USCIS

I-800 Provisionally Approved:
; USCIS provisionally approves I-800 and any waivers filed with I800
; USCIS sends file to Department of State

Waiver Denied:
Case ends, pending
possible appeal

Dark Red indicates Department of State action

Indigo indicates USCIS action

ASP – Adoption Service Provider
PAP – Prospective Adoptive Parent

COO – Country of Origin
USCIS – U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Services (DHS)

Visa Process
Visa Application filed by PAP or ASP

Unable to Confirm
Convention
Requirements Met:

Consular Officer Overseas (Embassy or Consulate) Reviews Application
; Considers the adoption process: Was it conducted in compliance with
Convention requirements?
; Evaluates child for possible visa ineligibilities
; IF NO PROBLEMS OR INELIGIBILITIES ARE FOUND (that are not
covered by an approved waiver): Annotates visa application that child
appears to be eligible for a visa (this is not guaranteed)

Consular Officer Sends Article 5 Letter to COO’s Central Authority
; Letter notifies COO of PAP’s suitability to adopt
; Letter also notifies COO that child will most likely be able to enter and
reside permanently in the United States

; Application returned
to USCIS as not
clearly approvable
USCIS may:
; Approve Æ Case
returned to
Consular Officer
; Deny Æ Case ends
Possible Ineligibilities
Found:
; If no waiver
available: Visa
refused Æ Case
ends

; PAP completes adoption or receives grant of custody in COO

; If waiver available:
PAP notified and
given chance to file
proper waiver(s)

; Competent authority of COO will certify that adoption or grant of custody
is compliant with the Convention (Article 23 Certificate)

; If waiver(s) denied
Æ Case ends

Receive Article 23 Certificate or Equivalent for Grants of Custody:

o

May be the adoption or custody decree

o

May be sent by the COO directly to the Department of State

PAP requests visa application interview at Embassy or Consulate
; PAP must have the valid adoption or custody decree

Unable to Confirm
Convention
Requirements Met:
; Case file returned to
USCIS as not
clearly approvable
; USCIS may:
o

Approve the I-800
(this does not
obligate the
Consular Officer
to issue a visa)

o

Deny the I-800 Æ
Case ends

I-800 Final Adjudication
; Consular Officer reviews application again for visa ineligibilities or
inconsistencies with the requirements of the Convention
; IF NO NEW PROBLEMS OR INELIGIBILITIES ARE FOUND: Consular
Officer issues final approval of I-800

Visa Adjudication:
; Consular Officer issues a Hague Certificate
; Consular Officer issues the visa (IH3, IH4 or B2)

; Consular officer
may still decline to
certify that the
Convention
requirements have
been met Æ Case
ends

